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Answer: C
Explanation:
In OSPF, the hello and dead intervals must match and here we
can see the hello interval is set to
5 on R1 and 10 on R2. The dead interval is also set to 20 on R1
but it is 40 on R2.

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Reference:
http://www.9tut.net/icnd2/icnd2-drag-and-drop-questions-2
+
holddown timer: prevents a router from improperly reinstating a
route from a regular routing update
+
split horizon: prevents information about a route from being
sent in the direction from which the route was learned
+
defining a maximum: prevents invalid updates from looping the
internetwork indefinitely
+
route poisoning: causes a routing protocol to advertise an
infinite metric for a failed route
+
triggered update: decreases convergence time by immediately
sending route information in response to a topology change
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NEW QUESTION: 4
A security architect is designing a system to satisfy user
demand for reduced transaction time, increased security and
message integrity, and improved cryptographic security. The
resultant system will be used in an environment with a broad
user base where many asynchronous transactions occur every
minute and must be publicly verifiable.
Which of the following solutions BEST meets all of the
architect's objectives?
A. Apublicly verifiedhashing
algorithmthatallowsrevalidationofmessageintegrityatafuturedate.
B. Anopen distributed transaction ledgerthatrequiresproofof
worktoappendentries.
C. Anagreementwithan entropy-as-a-service providertoincrease
the amountof randomnessin generated keys.
D. Aninternalkeyinfrastructurethatallowsusers
todigitallysigntransactionlogs
Answer: D
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